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Abstract: In 1965, Saad Z. Nagi published a very influential conceptual model of disablement in which he distinguished among several aspects of the disability phenomenon. In the following decades, several other conceptual models were proposed, increasingly taking up ideas and demands emerging from the disability movement, especially the social model of disability. In this review, three generations of these conceptual models of disability are presented, contrasted, and evaluated, especially in regard to the thematization of non-biomedical aspects. The elaboration ensues with the help of the criterion of construct clarity and thus focuses on the model’s definitions of components, application context, value assumptions, and content validity. For the latter aspects, the health sociological triad of disease/illness/sickness is employed. These concepts are adapted to the disability phenomenon. While the first generation focuses on a mainly biomedical disablement process, only later supplemented with other context factors, the second generation attempts to combine this assortment with a relational understanding of disability and also increasingly departs from conceptualizing the components negatively. Finally, the third generation of conceptual models is more holistic, and gives more weight to environmental aspects, but still somewhat neglects the individual aspects.
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1. Introduction

Because of the contributions of the disability rights movement and disability studies, disability is increasingly seen as a complex, multifaceted, and contested concept, with political, medical, ethical, and psychological aspects [1–4]. The insistence of the social model of disability that “disability is something imposed on top of our impairments, by the way we are unnecessarily isolated and excluded from full participation in society” and “is therefore a particular form of social oppression” [5] is especially influential due to the growing influence of disability rights organizations, particularly since the early 1980s [6–8]. This “environment-related model of disability” [9] (p. 77) has also had a gradual impact on the conceptual models designed to underpin rehabilitation and intervention strategies as well as measurement, to surpass the biomedical and economic models that reduce disability to impairment and to a diminished earning capacity. Only by also considering the societal and environmental dimension of disability, interventions and measurements can we respect the rights of people with disabilities [8].

In this contribution such conceptual models of disability are compared and evaluated, especially regarding the chronological developments of the thematization of non-biomedical individual and environmental aspects. While there are several works comparing a number of these conceptual models [10–13], and evaluating single models [14,15], none includes all works or pursues this focus.

2. On Models

Within disability studies and related disciplines there is a longstanding debate about models of disability [1] (p. 1101). The term model, however, is ambiguous and with various
interpretations, especially in the social sciences [16–18]. In general, a model is seen as a simplified picture or representation of an aspect of the real world. This simplification serves pragmatic goals, of which the most general are making sense of, describing, and explaining the represented reality. Others can be facilitating measurement, calculating, or predicting, as well as organizing [1,4,16,18–21].

In disability studies, the term is often used to denote a general approach to or framing of disability [22], e.g., the social model or the biomedical model. These models verbally formulate a principal picture or interpretation of disability, and they also define how the phenomenon should be researched and dealt with politically [23]. While this usage is consistent with the general definition stated above, it differs from another interpretation of the term model, which sees it as either a physical or at least a somewhat more formal, e.g., diagrammatic or mathematical, representation of ideas about reality [18].

This study evaluates such “more formal models” [22]. They come from a tradition of statistically monitoring disability for administrative, medical, and economic reasons [24] and were proposed in rehabilitation and health science to assist naming and measurement for programs and applications [25,26]. They conceptualize the phenomenon of disability as a system consisting of interrelated and interacting conceptual components [10,17,27]. These kinds of models are often referred to as conceptual models of disability [12,13,24,26,28], a term that is used in this review as well. Conceptual models explicitly delineate several aspects of the disability phenomenon, define them and their relationships [1], and represent the interrelated components in a diagram. This more formal approach, which is the basis for deriving measurement models, broadly distinguishes them from those that only verbally formulate a certain framing of disability. These conceptual models of disability, however, often incorporate several of the more general models [29].

3. Methodological Approach

To expound on the nature of the conceptual models, I have classified them into three generations, mainly according to their publication date, and additionally according to relevant content-related aspects.

The elaboration comprises a presentation of the nature, structure, and components of the conceptual models of each generation. Differences within generations are also addressed. This elaboration is supplemented by investigating issues of the model’s construct clarity [30]. Construct clarity ensures that everyone understands what is meant by the concepts, and it is often required for models in disability research [31,32]. Since the criterion was developed in the context of business science, it needs to be substantially adapted and reinterpreted for the subject of conceptual models of disability.

• Definitions

Suddaby stated that: “Construct clarity involves the skillful use of language to persuasively create precise and parsimonious categorical distinctions between concepts” [30] (p. 347). Thus, it helps with clear definitions to fix the meaning of theoretical concepts. Accordingly, a conceptual model of disability should be parsimonious, unambiguous, and should avoid unnecessary circularities [30].

• Application Context and Value Assumptions

A conceptual model is made for a specific purpose and is therefore not applicable in any arbitrary context. Suddaby’s criterion of a construct’s scope condition can in this context partly be deduced from the original context for which the conceptual model was developed. This is strongly related to the values ascribed implicitly or explicitly to the disability-related components of the models. This normative framing is not just an important issue in disability studies but is also an aspect of construct clarity [30].

• Content Validity

With Suddaby [30], it can be said that a conceptual model of disability should “effectively capture the essential properties and characteristics” (p. 347) of the phenomenon of
Disability. Especially in regard to conceptualizing and measuring disability and to planning and evaluating interventions and policies to support people with disabilities, it is important to capture all the major aspects of the phenomenon and not just reduce disability, for example, to functional limitations or to problems executing tasks with available technical equipment [8]. Forstner [33] argued that most general models or conceptualizations of disability can be classified within a framework adapted from the health sociological triad: disease, illness, and sickness [34]. This broadly matches the triad of body, individual, and society mentioned by the World Health Organization (WHO) [35]. It can be argued that a comprehensive conceptualization of disability should encompass the following three dimensions:

Disease (Biomedical Body)

The biomedical and functionalist dimension refers to the pathological and anatomical aspects, as well as functional capabilities and bodily functions that can be observed from a third person’s view.

Illness (Subjective Individual)

The dimension refers to the first-person perspective of the phenomenon of living with impairments in a (possibly) disabling society. Here the effects on the feeling and living of the individual, as well as their subjective interpretation, are relevant. Therefore, questions of identity with disabilities (i.e., either affirming one’s disabilities or not) [36], the intersections of disability with categories such as gender or sexuality, as well as experiences and psychological states, are considered from this first-person perspective also.

Sickness (Society)

In this framework, sickness refers to the societal dimension of the phenomenon of disability, i.e., disability according to the social model [37,38]. This dimension encompasses, on the one hand, the societal treatment (e.g., disablism [39,40]) of persons with disabilities, especially the presence of physical and sociocultural (ableist norms [40,41] or prejudices) barriers and the societal roles that are ascribed to them. On the other hand, the effects of these practices and ideologies, e.g., exclusion, or lack of resources, also belong to this dimension.

The distinction of the three dimensions is analytic. In actuality these spheres tightly interact and influence each other, thus it can be hard to completely separate them.

The basis for searching the relevant conceptual models to be reviewed was a study by Altman [10], that evaluated several common and representative conceptual models [11]. Additionally, other and newer studies, comparing several of the models in Altman’s study [10], were searched [9,11,12,28,42,43]. Thereby, I could identify further relevant conceptual models. Finally, I used Google Scholar to search for “conceptual model” + disability (or disablement) + environment. Results were deemed relevant if they were papers that proposed or discussed one or more conceptual models of disability, and it was evident from the title or the abstract that they were not just applicable to specific subgroups, e.g., older adults or blind people. For all the identified conceptual models I obtained the original publications. Thus, a corpus of conceptual models of disability in English was created. To assist the analysis, available English and German literary sources were consulted as well.

4. Conceptual Models


4.1.1. The Disablement Process

The first relevant conceptual model (Table 1) was developed by Nagi [44] in the 1960s. It was innovative and influential because it did not reduce disability to biomedical impairments [1,7,12] as did previous approaches [45].
Table 1. Conceptual Models of the First Generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Abbreviation)</th>
<th>Year(s) of Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nagi Model</td>
<td>1965, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities, and Handicaps (ICIDH)</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Model of the Institute of Medicine (IOM1)</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Model of the National Center for Medical Rehabilitation Research (NCMRR1)</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disablement Process</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The starting point of disability according to Nagi is an active pathology caused by, e.g., infection, injury, or disease [15,44] (Figure 1, Figure S1). The second component is impairment, i.e., “a loss or abnormality of an anatomical, physiological, mental, or emotional nature” [15] (p. 314). While impairments are located on the level of singular organs, functional limitations refer to performance limitations of basic actions on the level of the whole organism [15,28,44,46].

![Figure 1](image_url)  
**Figure 1.** First Generation—The Disablement Process. The arrow with a full line and a filled head represents a causal influence. The arrow with a dashed line and a hollow head represents an “is a kind of” association.

While, in the first version, disability is seen as an individual’s evolving behavior while interacting with an environment [10], in the later version the role of the social environment is more pronounced and disability becomes a more relational conception [15], i.e., the gulf between bodily ability and societal demand [47]. It is defined as an: “inability or limitation in performing socially defined roles and tasks expected of an individual within a sociocultural and physical environment” [15] (p. 315). Disability is relevant in social roles in areas such as family, economic pursuits, or education and in specific tasks such as the Basic Activities of Daily Living (BADL), e.g., eating or bathing [15,48]. Only in this component is the influence of the environment explicitly mentioned [46]. As a relational concept, the extent of disability depends not just on the biomedical aspects but also on the psychosocial aspects, of which the author mentions the interpretation of the situation by the individual and his or her reaction, the interpretation of the situation by family, friends, and employers, their reactions and expectations, and physical and sociocultural barriers [15].

In the 1980s the World Health Organization (WHO) published a conceptual model of disability called the International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities, and Handicaps (ICIDH) [49]. It is a model for the classification of the consequences of disease [28]. While not explicitly adopting Nagi’s conceptions, the ICIDH (Figure S2) is quite similar, and the first two components are almost identical. However, the third component is called disability but defined in a similar way to functional limitations in Nagi. The final component refers
Nagi’s disability to the social realm. It is called a handicap but defined as a “disadvantage for a given individual, resulting from an impairment or a disability, that limits or prevents the fulfillment of a role that is normal for that individual” [49] (p. 29). A big difference is that the ICIDH also contains a coding scheme to classify and rate the consequences of disease.

The basic concept of Nagi’s disablement process [47], consisting of the three biomedical and one relational component, was adopted by all conceptual models of the first and second generations. In principle, the models are presented as linear processes of consecutive components and/or are often interpreted this way [4,28,41]. The authors, however, point out that the situation is more complex and dynamic than that [32,46,49]. Additionally, most authors state that an impairment such as a disfigurement can be associated with a disability due, for example, to social stigma, without causing a functional limitation [11].

Verbrugge and Jette [26] further clarified the distinction between functional limitations and disability. Functional limitations manifest in basic bodily or mental actions conceptualized without context, e.g., walking, seeing, or memorizing [10,26]. Disability, on the other hand, occurs when persons have long-term difficulties within domains of life such as complex activities and roles owing to health problems [10,26]. The activities relevant to disability range from BADL and instrumental activities of daily living (IADL), such as preparing meals or managing finances, to paid and unpaid role activities such as parenthood or occupation [26,31,47].

The first model created by the National Center of Medical Rehabilitation Research (henceforth NCMRR1) added another component representing environmental barriers [12,28,29] to the disablement process. This component, called societal limitation, is defined as “restrictions attributable to social policy or barriers (structural or attitudinal) which limit fulfillment of roles or deny access to services and opportunities associated with full participation in society” [50] (p. 25). It corresponds to the social model’s understanding of disability.

4.1.2. Context Factors

The first model of the Institute of Medicine (henceforth IOM1), the Disablement Process by Verbrugge and Jette as well as the NCMRR1 model, explicitly conceptualize non-biomedical aspects influencing the progression of the disablement process as context factors. These are also seen as points of intervention for rehabilitation or prevention of disability [32]. The IOM1 model (Figure S3) labels them as risk factors and, in addition to biological factors, considers external environmental (social and physical), behavioral and lifestyle-related risk factors, and psychological aspects such as the acceptance of one’s impairment [32].

As already mentioned in the NCMRR1 model (Figure S4), disability as a societal barrier is acknowledged as a conceptual component. However, the model also contains context factors influencing the disablement process under the rubric of the personal background. Besides organic factors, the authors also recognized psychosocial aspects such as social skills or coping with stress, and categories such as sex and ethnicity, as relevant to disability [32]. The third group of personal background factors is called environmental factors, and comprises aspects such as income, support networks, access to healthcare, and personal assistance. The model by Verbrugge and Jette further distinguishes between risk factors and buffers. The former are longstanding facets of the individual, their biology, and the environment [26,31]. While risk factors exist prior to the beginning of the disablement process, buffers are possible interventions to reduce difficulties. The authors further distinguished between extra-individual buffers, such as the environment, and intra-individual buffers such as a person’s activity profile or their acceptance of their impairment [28,47]. As counterparts, the authors also conceptualized as exacerbators counterproductive reactions to the disablement process, e.g., the development of bad patterns of behavior or social barriers [26].
4.1.3. Quality of Life

The IOM1 model, the NCMRR1 model, and the Disablement Process also contain a component for quality of life. All describe it sparingly but quite differently. The authors of the IOM1 model follow a holistic definition of quality of life and stress that there are subjective and objective aspects, the latter being influenced by biomedical facts (e.g., impairments) and social forces (e.g., exclusion from roles) [32]. These objective facts are, however, differently valued and appraised by individuals. Quality of life is seen as interacting with each component of the disablement process [32]. Verbrugge and Jette [26] elaborate even less on their quality-of-life concept. They conceptualize it as interacting only with the disability component, and mention objective factors such as institutionalization, as well as subjective aspects such as happiness, as relevant. In contrast to these holistic conceptions, NCMRR1 pursues an objective approach to quality of life pertaining to biomedical and social aspects. The authors mention the ability to survive independently and to form relationships as well as the opportunities to work and be educated. Accordingly, quality of life is having the capacity to lead a “fulfilling, productive life” [50] (p. 21).

4.1.4. Evaluation

• Definitions

Most of the authors call their approach a model of disability. Since only one of the model’s components is titled disability, there is a circularity. The component quality of life, and especially its relation to and distinction from other components, is in none of the models clearly specified. This demarcation is especially important for the non-subjective, i.e., biomedical or societal aspects.

In the NCMRR1, the environmental barriers are on the one hand recognized as part of the personal background and on the other hand as the conceptual component of societal limitations. The authors do not specify the relation between those concepts. In general, the components are elaborated upon very sparsely in NCMRR1. Additionally, the authors do not specify clearly what their purported conceptual model consists of, because beneath a heading with this title they discuss general aspects and context factors. The components that are later discussed in their complete model of the disablement process [12,51] are here listed under a different heading and in a section called “domains of science relevant to rehabilitation research” [50] (pp. 23–25).

• Application Context and Value Assumptions

All of the above-discussed conceptual models of disability come from either the medical or the rehabilitative and administrative context. Furthermore, many of these models were created and published by medical associations. Their aim is to aid the classification of the consequences of disease, the prevention or rehabilitation of disability, and the promotion of research on that account [12,26,31,49,52]. According to both IOM1 and NCMRR1, this contributes to the improvement of quality of life and realization of the goals of the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) from 1991 [32,50]. Nagi also participated in the creation of the IOM model, and the Disablement Process was an attempt to integrate Nagi’s model with the ICIDH [28]. These models describe a disease, or other pathological condition, as the origin of the disablement process. Additionally, all the components of the main process are labeled with negative terms. Accordingly, disability and all other components are seen as negative and potentially harmful deviations that should be minimized or prevented with appropriate interventions. Notions of impairments as “mere differences” [53], unconnected to a reduction in health that can be affirmed [54], are not endorsed.

The ontology of these models is firmly rooted in realism; ideas related to the cultural model of disability [55] from the sociocultural construction of biomedical categories such as impairment are not thematized. The sociocultural construction of disability is captured within the environmental factors.
Apart from the very first version of the Nagi model (and previous approaches [45,56]), disability is conceptualized as a relationship between the bodily capacities of a person and their environment. However, the former component is always given much more weight, since, apart from NCMMR1, the environment is at most considered as an external influence on the disablement process and only mentioned during the description of the other components in the first models [41]. Additionally, while the disability component is separate from the very first version of the relationally conceptualized Nagi model, some definitions of disability, such as that of NCMMR1 as “[a] limitation in performing tasks, activities, and roles to levels expected within physical and social contexts” [50] (p. 25) or especially that of IOM1 as “the expression of a physical or mental limitation in a social context—the gap between a person’s capabilities and the demands of the environment” [32] (p. 81) suggest that the focus in the end is still on the individual’s inability to fulfill societal demands.

While Verbrugge and Jette stress, on one hand, that disability is relational and also display this in a diagram, which Verbrugge calls “environment fit model” [57] they still see it as the gap “between personal capability and the activity’s demand” [26] (p. 9), thus reducing the environmental impact to demands. This de-emphasizes active discrimination and disablism/ableism, which has the potential to blame the individual having impairments [58]. In NCMMR1, environmental barriers are considered as full-fledged components of the disablement process. However, as an example of this, the authors curiously do not mention acts of discrimination but a monetary assistance so high that it functions as a disincentive to pursue paid employment [50].

Additionally, the authors of IOM1 often refer to pathologies and impairments as disabling conditions [32], and Verbrugge and Jette recommend measuring disability with (actual disability) and without (intrinsic disability) the use of assistive aids [26,59]. The ICIDH authors on the one hand name individual functional limitation disability, and on the other hand conceptualize handicap relationally but still distinguish forms such as “orientation handicap”, “physical limitation handicap”, or “mobility handicap” [49] (pp. 180, 185). These denotations again tighten the conceptual nexus between individual biomedical impairment and disability, which are to be sharply divided according to the social model [5,36]. In general, those early “pathology related models” [9] are still very much tied to a deficit view and the biomedical and economic model of disability, along with the danger that disabilities can become individualized and reductively explained by impairments without recognizing the socio-structural aspects [4,28]. Especially the WHO’s ICIDH faced harsh criticism for this from disability rights organizations such as Disabled People’s International (DPI) [60] among others.

- Content Validity

Disease

Most of the components can be ascribed to this biomedical dimension. Besides pathology and impairment, the component functional limitation is mostly conceptualized functionally and related to basic actions akin to bodily functions. The NCMMR1 model includes the biomedical functional aspects in its quality-of-life component. Finally, the biomedical aspects of the context factors, however labeled, belong here.

Illness

No component covers the subjective experience of living with an impairment in a (potentially) disabling society. However, psychological, behavioral, and lifestyle-related influences on the main components are mentioned in the first two models and considered context influences in the later ones. Additionally, in the conceptualization of the disability component some models also refer to the individual’s problems with carrying out activities [15,26], which belong to this dimension. The quality-of-life component of IOM1 and the Verbrugge and Jette’s Disablement Process are partly conceptualized subjectively.
Sickness

Output component disability mainly belongs to the social realm, especially insofar as it refers to the performance of roles and the fulfillment of obligations, as do the context or risk factors pertaining to the environment (e.g., lack of accessibility, prejudices). Only the NCMRR1 model considers social barriers as a full-fledged component. Insofar as quality of life refers to social structure aspects, such as job opportunities or access to health care, it belongs to this societal dimension.


4.2.1. Disability Relation and Context Factors

Another generation of models (Table 2) also adopted Nagi’s disablement process but further stressed the nature of disability as resulting from the relationship of embodied persons and the environment (Figure 2); hence, the latter is not only conceptualized as a context factor [28]. There is also an increasing realization that not only the negative aspects and deficits, but also the capabilities and supporting environmental facilitators, must be recognized. Therefore, many components have neutral labels instead of negative ones.

Table 2. Conceptual Models of the Second Generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Abbreviation)</th>
<th>Year(s) of Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Model of the Institute of Medicine (IOM2)</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual Model for Promoting Health (CMPH)</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Model of the National Center for Medical Rehabilitation Research (NCMRR2)</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Second Generation—The Disability Relation. The arrow with a full line and a filled head represents a causal influence. The arrow with a dashed line and an open head is used for relationships.

The Institute of Medicine published a second version of their model (henceforth IOM2) in 1997, which builds upon the first. The main axis is now called the enablement–disablement process, since both directions are in focus [52]. Correspondingly, the context influences are now called transitional factors, and besides risk they also include enabling factors (Figure S5) [28,52]. As the authors state, one and the same environmental aspect, e.g., access to healthcare, can be either an enabling factor if it is present or a risk factor if it is absent [52]. Disability is no longer part of the enablement–disablement process but conceptualized as the result of the relationship between this whole process and the environment, which includes physical and social aspects as well as psychological states of the individual (Figure S6) [52]. This is depicted by a person, representing the body’s impairment, positioned on a multi-layered mat, representing the layers of enabling environmental factors. Disability is then represented by the impact of the person on the mat [52].

The Conceptual Model for Promoting Health (henceforth CMPH) [61] consists of four so-called planes of experience. In its center is the relation between two such planes: the disablement process and the total environment (Figure S7). The former consists of the familiar elements (Section 4.1.1); only the last component, activity restriction, is still conceived somewhat individualistically as “restricted capacity to perform social role activities” [61].
The total environment plane contains biomedical, lifestyle and behavioral, as well as external environmental components, which are again considered points of intervention and are seen as context factors, specifically as risk factors for the development of an impairment or for the restriction of opportunity [61]. The opportunity plane is conceived as the result of the interaction between the disablement process and the total environment. Therefore, it is the second concept that is like disability, according to older models. Opportunity is characterized by listing parameters from the Americans with Disabilities Act, such as independent, de-institutionalized living, economic self-sufficiency, and social participation [61]. Interestingly, the CMPH sees quality of life as the final output component, which is defined as the personal evaluation of biomedical, psychological, and social domains [61]. Therefore, what counts in the end are not the opportunities per se but the subjective valuation of them.

Even though published much later, the second version of the NCMRR model (henceforth NCMRR2) from 2006 also fits in with this generation of updates of the disablement process. While the model again posits a disablement process consisting of five components [51], the authors intend a change of perspective. For this reason, they do not define the components of the process but focus only on the influences, which can serve as points of intervention. For each transmission point between components, e.g., organ dysfunction and task performance, they list several factors influencing the transmission, but they do not distinguish between types of context factors (Figure S8). The factors run the gamut from biomedical and individual psychological, e.g., preferences, to environmental aspects, e.g., laws [51].

4.2.2. Evaluation

Definitions

The IOM2 and the CMPH define the nature of disability as a relationship between the impaired body and society more clearly. However, just like IOM1, IOM2 includes environmental aspects as transitional factors influencing the enabling–disabling process. At the same time, this process as a whole, representing the body with an impairment, interacts with the environment. Thus, the environment functions both as a contextual factor influencing the disablement process and as a main component forming a relation with it. The authors do not specify whether there is a difference between the transitional environmental factors and the component environment [52].

In the CMPH, the relationship and distinction between activity restriction as the last component of the disablement process and opportunity, i.e., the result of the interaction between the disablement process and the total environment, are not elaborated upon. As in IOM2, the total environment conceptually functions both as a contextual factor influencing the disablement process and as a main component forming a relation with it [61]. In general, the authors of this generation define their model and their components very sparsely. This relational picture of disability was to some extent already hinted upon in one diagram of the first generation model Disablement Process by Verbrugge and Jette [26], however in this generation it features much more prominently and is more accentuated.

In NCMRR2, the components are not defined at all, and they list only some influence factors and give examples. The authors of IOM2 explicitly call their approach a conceptual model of disability [52]; because a component is named disability, this is a circularity.

Application Context and Value Assumptions

All three models come from the public health and rehabilitation sector. Two were published by medical associations, and the third by social scientists. All of them also contain the disablement process, and thus start with a pathological condition. Additionally, in the descriptions of all three, the term disabling condition is used for the biomedical aspect associated with a disability, especially in IOM2 [52].

The stated aim behind IOM2 is now fostering research in rehabilitation to improve the health, productivity, and quality of life of people with disabilities [52]. Thus, the focus is on rehabilitation instead of prevention, as in IOM1; hence, the recognition of an
enabling process in addition to the disabling process and of enabling in addition to risk factors [52]. The purpose of the CMPH is to facilitate and evaluate interventions that promote health and thereby help people with disabilities gain their rights and enhance their subjectively conceptualized quality of life [61]. This 1997 conceptual model was already very much tied to a human rights perspective, which is becoming increasingly important in disability studies [62] and in the measurement of disability and inclusion [8]. The stated goal of NCMMR2 was to foster research and knowledge to improve “health, productivity, independence, and quality of life of people with physical disabilities” [51] (p. 12).

Because of a clearer accentuation of the relational nature of disability in at least two of the models, the importance of environment and, therefore, the need for interventions on that front, are indicated more clearly. This is also the case in NCMRR2, since the focus is not on the biomedical or relational components but on the diverse fields of interventions. In IOM2 the environment now functions both as a contextual factor influencing the transitions between the components of the enabling–disabling process, and as a main component interacting with the process as a representation of the body. The authors list many aspects of the socio-psychological and physical environment and describe how stress can act on the micro, meso, and macro level [52].

Additionally, the conceptual models depart to some extent from a deficit view. IOM2 does so by also conceptualizing enablement. In the CMPH, the elements of the disablement process are still labeled negatively, e.g., activity restriction, while opportunity, the main disability component, is expressed positively. Interestingly, in NCMRR2, the first two components of the disablement process are formulated negatively and the latter two, task performance and roles, neutrally. However, a possible sociocultural determination of biomedical categories such as impairment or functional limitation is not discussed. Sociocultural influences on the perceived disability status are again depicted through environmental factors such as prejudices, but not reflected upon in a comprehensive way as in the cultural model [55].

While these conceptual models remain tied to a biomedical conception of disability, they give more focus to the environment’s role and to the individual’s capacities and their fostering, as well as to their rights, quality of life, and the personal perspective of persons with disabilities. The CMPH seems to be the only one of this generation compatible with a perspective that sees impairments as “mere differences” [53,63,64] that can also be affirmed [54] and do not mean a reduction in health. The reason for the compatibility is that much weight is given to the subjective interpretation.

- Content Validity

Disease

Three components of the disabling process belong to this biomedical third person’s view, as well as biomedical aspects of the context factors influencing it, some of them labeled neutrally and others negatively.

Illness

While no model conceptualizes the subjective experience of living with an impairment in a disabling society, the CMPH, with its emphasis on a subjectively conceptualized quality-of-life component, gives much weight to the individual perspective. Additionally, psychological and individual aspects of the context factors are mentioned in all three conceptual models.

Sickness

In the models of this generation, the components are, for the most part, not as clearly defined as in the older ones, and matching them to one of the dimensions is harder. Since in IOM2 disability consists of the interaction between the environment and the impaired body in the social realm, this component belongs to the social dimensions. The labels and/or definitions of the component roles (NCMRR2), as well as activity restriction and opportunities (CMPH), also suggest a societal component. Additionally, environmental
aspects of the context factors—which also function as main components in two models—are recognized.


The third generation of conceptual models (Table 3) has a common origin in the reform process of the ICIDH. They generally represent a paradigm shift and do not include the classical, linear disablement process [7,14,65,66], yet are quite different in their composition. The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) by the WHO is currently the most broadly known conceptual model of disability; in preliminary versions the framework was titled ICIDH-2. The Disability Creation Process (DCP) was created by researchers from Quebec, who were initially also involved in compiling the ICF but later decided to separately develop their own approach, also called the Quebec model [67]. While the first version of this approach was proposed in 1991 [68], which already was more progressive than the conceptual models of that time, the DCP considered here is the latest version [67], belonging to the third generation, since, like the ICF, it grew out of the reform of the ICIDH. Both approaches provide codes or surveys to classify and rate disability. The two other identified conceptual models of this generation were created as extensions of other models, and are smaller in scope. While the first focuses on the individual dimension, the second concentrates on the physical environment.

Table 3. Conceptual Model of the Third Generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Abbreviation)</th>
<th>Year(s) of Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Conceptual Model of Rehabilitation Output Research (ICMRO)</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF)</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Functioning Assessment in Your Environment (PF-E)</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability Creation Process (DCP)</td>
<td>-, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The “-” symbolizes that the basic ancestor versions of the Disability Creation Process and the associated Human Development Model go back to the 1990s.

4.3.1. Main Components

Disability and functioning are, in the ICF, rooted in the context of health [35]. Therefore, health condition, which means a disease, disorder, or injury, as well as other relevant natural phenomena such as pregnancy or age [14,35], is in some sense still conceptualized as the main cause of disability and thus the first component of this non-linear, interactionist model [69] (Figure 3). Other components are called body functions and structures. Body functions are seen as natural and normal functions of physical and psychological body systems [35]. Body structures are defined as “anatomical parts of the body such as organs, limbs and their components” [35] (p. 12). The negative aspects of those domains are titled impairments, and they are interpreted as significant deviations from biomedical standards or losses [35].

Furthermore, the ICF introduces two completely new components representing life areas: domains of activities and participation [10,70]. Activities represent functioning on the level of the whole individual person and not just the body [11,35]. Negative aspects of activities are called activity limitations and defined as “difficulties an individual may have in executing activities” [35] (p. 14). This means quantitative and qualitative deviations regarding the mode and extent of activity performance compared to people without health conditions. Participation is the societal aspect of functioning and is simply defined as “a person’s involvement in a life situation” [35] (p. 213) and also described as the result of the interaction between an individual and their environment [71]. The negative aspects are called participation restrictions, and represent the difference in the extent of participation as compared to persons without impairments [10,35].
As in IOM2 or the CMPH, the relationship between personal and environmental factors forms the center of the DCP (Figure 4). The components collectively labeled as personal factors are conceptualized at the time of measurement in vitro, i.e., independent of the context and under standardized conditions [7]. A component organ system is defined as “[a] group of biological [body] components sharing a common function” [72] (p. 6). Impairments are, accordingly, conceptualized biomedically as deviating changes from an organ system’s normal integrity [67]. The next personal component capability refers to very basic actions [67]. It is defined “as a person’s potential to accomplish a mental or physical activity” [72] (p. 7) and hence is similar to Nagi’s functional limitations. The negative aspect of this component is titled disability [67]. Unlike all other models, the DCP also considers identity factors such as gender, skin color, or sexual orientation among the main components of the disability relation [72]. They are principally treated as intrinsic attributes of the person and are connected to their “values, beliefs, life history and so forth” [67] (p. 28). Personal identity factors can function as barriers to, or facilitators for, participation [67].

In addition to these personal factors, the Quebec model recognizes the environmental factors as full-fledged components of the disability relation [7,73]. They are defined as “physical or social dimensions that determine a society’s organization and context” [72] (p. 7). Their influence on social participation can extend from optimal facilitator to complete obstacle [7,67], and must be assessed for specific persons. The authors developed a taxonomy that distinguishes between politico-economic, sociocultural, and natural environmental factors [72] and the micro, meso, and macro levels. Thus, according to the DCP, environmental factors span the gamut from the physical and social aspects of a person’s vicinity, through organizational cultures, to systems of laws and prejudices [7,67].

The result of the interaction between personal factors and the environment in concrete situations manifests in life habits [28]. Life habits are daily activities and social roles valued by the person or their sociocultural context. They are the result of processes of habitualization and learning and are inextricably linked to specific cultural meanings and conditions [67]. Performance regarding life habits is seen as a measure of social participation as well as of the achieved disability rights [7,24,67]. The extreme poles of life habit scale are known as the social participation situation and disabling situation. Contrary to the in vitro nature of personal components such as capability, actual performance is conceptualized in vivo in natural situations.
The negative aspect of this component is titled disability [67]. Unlike all other models, the DCP also considers identity factors such as gender, skin color, or sexual orientation among the main components of the disability relation [72]. They are principally treated as intrinsic attributes of the person and are connected to their “values, beliefs, life history and so forth” (p. 28). Personal identity factors can function as barriers to, or facilitators for, participation [67].

In addition to these personal factors, the Quebec model recognizes the environmental factors as full-fledged components of the disability relation [7,73]. They are defined as “physical or social dimensions that determine a society’s organization and context” [72].

The Integrated Conceptual Model for Rehabilitation Outcome Research (henceforth ICMROR) [74] was published shortly before the ICF and supplements the ICIDH components with components referring to the subjective point of view. Impairment is extended with somatic sensation, such as pain and disability, with perceived health such as satisfaction with health or functioning, and handicap with life satisfaction, such as satisfaction with role performance and social functioning. The final component, happiness, is connected to both handicap and life satisfaction, but unlike all other components not reducible to health, although influenced by it [74].

The model for Physical Functioning Assessment in your Environment (henceforth PF-E) [75] was published as an extension of the ICF. It conceptualizes physical functioning
performance as being dependent on the components home and neighborhood environment, as well as individual capacity, and cope and compensation strategies [75].

4.3.2. Context Factors

Unlike the DCP, the ICF treats the environment and identity aspects as context factors [7,72]. These are background aspects that also modify the effects and interactions of the other components [70]. Environmental factors are external to the individual and, depending on their presence or absence, exert either a positive (facilitator) or negative (barrier) influence [70,71]. Examples of facilitators are the presence of assisting technology or the absence of stereotypes, and examples of barriers are lack of assistive technology and poor disability politics (e.g., inadequate focus on inclusion or de-institutionalization) [35,76]. In addition, the ICF also recognizes personal factors that are internal to the individual but not part of their health condition [35]. They represent the particular background of an individual’s life such as gender, race, social status, or lifestyle [35]. While the importance of these factors is recognized, they are not classified by the ICF owing to their asserted cultural variability [35].

The only context factors in the DCP are the risk factors in the early versions of the model. While they could either be part of the individual (personal or biomedical) or the environment, only their effect on the personal factors is conceptualized [7]. In the latest version they are no longer conceived as external influences, but for each of the non-output components users can rate the extent they function as risk or protective factors [67].

4.3.3. Evaluation

• Definition

The ICF’s seemingly intuitive conceptual distinction between activities on the individual level and participation on the social level seems similar to that of functional limitations and disability in the older models at first glance. However, the ICF coding system lists the same domains for both components, leaving it up to the user to decide which domain counts as activity and which as participation [35]. This is an abstention from a clear demarcation. Additionally, just like older models, the ICF groups individual and external environmental factors together as background for the other components. Therefore, the realms of the person and of the social environment are both separated and conjoined [14]. This conceptual ambiguity and complexity has been sharply criticized in the literature [6,7,69,73] and quoted in [14] (p. 61). Others have accused the ICF of still favoring biomedical components because the provided codes and coding instructions for body functions and structures are much more detailed and elaborated than those for activity and participation [28,69,78]. Additionally, the existence of a health condition component as well as many of the listed example cases suggests that despite the interactionist conception, impairments and diseases are still somewhat seen as the main causes of disabilities [69] and, therefore, the ICF’s break with the ICIDH might not be as complete as sometimes claimed.

Further, some criticize the WHO framework for not conceptually stressing the nature of disability as a relation between the person and the environment as clearly as IOM2 or the DCP [28].

Accordingly, the DCP authors see their strict separation of the personal and environmental aspects of the disability relation as a big advantage in construct clarity vis a vis the ICF [7]. However, their output component is also ambiguously located between the individual and the environment [7]. While Fougeyrollas et al. [67] (p. 31) claim in one place that life habits are a part of the person, they insist in another that they are not an intrinsic part of the person. However, what is measured is not the life habits, but the performance of them in concrete situations, so their fundamental disability conceptualization is situational. This contributes to the idea expressed by Levasseur et al. [73] that equates life habits and situations, but situations do not conceivably seem to be interpretable as part of a person. Moreover, the DCP divides life habits into daily activities and social roles.
The ICF also does not specify whether the listed environmental domains are to be treated as barriers or facilitators, and if they are coded for their presence or absence. So, in a particular situation, users could interpret the presence of stigma as a barrier with a negative impact, or the absence of stigma as a facilitator with a positive effect [35]. This mirrors a general dilemma in the sociology of health, namely, the often difficult distinction between disease prevention orientation on the one hand and health promotion orientation on the other [79,80]. Additionally, while the ICF aspires to be a biopsychosocial model, the psychological aspect is underrepresented [81], only conceptualized as a background factor and not part of the coding scheme. As Hirschberg [69] points out, variability of cultural meaning, the given reason for the omission of the personal factors’ coding scheme, also exists regarding several of the activity and participation domains and environmental factors.

An ambiguity of the DCP is use of the term disability. First, an individual’s lack of bodily or mental ability is called a disability, and second, the entire disability concept [24] is also called a disabling situation, and hence, a disability is one part of the relation constituting a disabling situation. There is also a circularity, especially if the model as a whole is taken to be a model of disability, which the authors also proclaim [67].

The ICMROR uses happiness as the output component without defining it. It is not clear if it is meant to be a purely subjective appraisal or not. The authors also do not delineate it clearly from life satisfaction. The creators of the PF-E model list the utilization of assistive devices and human help as compensation strategies, yet the availability of these resources is also an aspect of the environment. The authors hint at this ambiguity when they say that changing the environment or moving home can be interpreted as a coping strategy that finally results in a new environment.

Even though the ICF is, according to its title, a classification of functioning, disability and health, and employs terms such as health conditions and health domains, it does not define health itself and does not unambiguously specify the relationship between functioning/disability and health [69].

• Application Context and Value Assumptions

Both conceptual models have their origins in the reform process of the ICIDH, necessitated by criticisms for being so closely tied to the biomedical model of disability, and starting in the early 1990s [24,60,65,82]. Different aspects of the reform process were delegated to centers in different countries [68,69]. People with disabilities were involved in this process, first ad hoc and then more and more [6,60]. The Environmental Task Force (ETF) was created to conceptually work on the environmental aspects of disability. A majority of its members were people with disabilities and disability rights activists [78].

Disability researchers from Quebec, a region with progressive disability politics, were charged with overhauling the component handicap. In the context of this reform process the first versions were proposed in the early 1990s [68]. Because of emerging differences of opinion, the Québécois pursued their model independently [7,24,67].

The ICF was created to aid the collection and analysis of data, thereby supporting the communication of diverse stakeholders [10,14,83]. The authors of the DCP primarily wanted to effectuate a de-stigmatization of people with functional differences and promote their human rights [7].

Therefore, the model was made to assist in transforming environmental barriers into facilitators, so that people with disability can realize their human rights.

While the ICF pursues a holistic, biopsychosocial understanding of functioning and disability, it still sees a health condition that includes non-pathological states, as a condition sine qua non for a disability [4,35,70]. The authors of the ICF also point out that the labels can be stigmatizing, which is why they use neutral ones, and insist that situations and not persons are classified [35].

Both models are universally applicable and not only to the separate minority of people explicitly labeled as disabled. This is the case for the ICF because of its broad interpretation of health conditions. It is true for the DCP because it does not have a disease or pathology component, and it follows a human development approach that sees impairments as
natural and in that sense a normal aspect of a human being’s lifetime development [67]. In both models, all components are named neutrally, and users can rate their impact as positive or negative. However, the actual measurement is mainly negative, i.e., users should code for the presence or absence of problems, deviations, or disabilities, especially in the ICF [69,78,84].

In both models, impairments are interpreted as deviations from biomedical standards, but these objective norms are understood in a purely statistical and non-normative sense [7,35], which means that they are not necessarily bad per se, and thus even could be positively affirmed [55]. A sociocultural construction of the category of impairment as is posited by the cultural model of disability [56] is not discussed. Sociocultural influences on the perceived disability status are captured in both models under the umbrella of environmental factors. There is, however, one difference regarding the sociocultural specificity. The DCP authors stress that life habits, the component in which disability manifests, are socioculturally embedded. In contrast, the domains of activity and participation, i.e., the corresponding ICF components, are conceptualized as cross-culturally valid, an assumption doubted for several domains by Hirschberg [69].

Some authors have criticized the ICF and compared it to the ICIDH for its focus on the health context and for conceptualizing impairments as objective deviations [73,85,86]. Two of the DCP authors, Fougeyrollas and Grenier [24], criticize the ICF for remaining too tied to the biomedical model, and they argue that the absence of the mutual exclusivity of activities/person and participation/society goes against the sharp distinction of the social model and might lead to blaming people with disabilities for their disadvantages. The ICF considers the environment only as a context factor. However, context factors are also named components, and the ICF gives more weight to them than do previous models. This is also illustrated by the numerous domains of possible facilitators or barriers listed.

Additionally, while in the ICF no component is called disability, the word is used as an umbrella term for the negative aspects of impairment of body functions and structures, activity limitation, and restrictions of participation [35]. Therefore, disability is the opposite pole of functioning and thus interpreted at least somewhat negatively. However as mentioned above, the ICF also points out at the same time that the deviations of impairments such as deafness are purely statistical. So, in spite of the association with negative functioning, the ICF does not sharply contradict the possibility of affirming impairments as parts of one’s identity [54,55].

This ICF conception of disability as an umbrella term also means that impairments are kinds of disabilities, which counteracts the strict separation of the social model. In the same vein, the DCP calls biomedical functional limitations of individuals disabilities. All in all, while remaining part of the health paradigm, the ICF follows a holistic picture of health that gives much weight to environmental aspects and is further away from strictly biomedical and economic conceptions of disability than previous models, while not completely distancing itself from them. The DCP goes further, it abstains from a disease category, considers more non-biomedical aspects, and gives more weight to the environment than other conceptual models.

The other two models of this generation both come out of clinical rehabilitation research, are smaller in scope, and capture the disability phenomenon less holistically. While the ICMROR captures subjective aspects, it does not represent the environment as a separate component, and thus the relational nature of disability. The PF-E only considers strategies for coping with or compensating for functional deficits as non-biomedical individual aspects. Additionally, with physical functioning in the narrower sense instead of a broader concept representing social inclusion as the output component, the environmental factors listed concern the physical environment, but not structural aspects or forms of discrimination. Further, the fact that manipulating or changing the environment is seen as a coping strategy puts the onus back on the individual to change his or her environment.
• Content Validity

Disease

The biomedical dimension is represented by the main components of body functions and structures (ICF), organ systems and capabilities (DCP), impairment and disability (ICMROR), or capacity and performance (PF-E). While the ICF recognizes (pathological and non-pathological) health conditions, the DCP contains functional risk and protective factors belonging to this dimension [67]. Under the rubric of activity, the ICF also lists basic actions that belong to this biomedical dimension.

Illness

Unlike all the other models, the ICMROR contains three components that represent the subjective dimension of the disablement process: somatic sensation, perceived health, and life satisfaction. The authors of the ICF stress that this subjective dimension should be emphasized more prominently in a future version, e.g., via a measuring construct for satisfaction with participation or other links with subjective well-being concepts and measures [35]. Identity factors such as sex or age are conceptualized as main components of the personal factors in the DCP and context factors of the personal background relevant to disability in the ICF. The coping and compensation strategies of the PF-E also refer to this dimension.

The components of activity (ICF) and life habits (DCP) are not unambiguously matchable to any one of these dimensions. The former refers in the ICF to the individual part of functioning and comprises domains that are mainly an individual’s activities and, therefore, belong to this dimension. DCP’s component life habits also stretches from the individual to the social realm [7]. However, the performance of daily activities, and especially the related problems, belong to the individual dimension.

Sickness

The societal dimension of the disability phenomenon is primarily represented by the environment, which is conceptualized as a main part of the disability relation in the DCP, and the PF-E and as a contextual factor in the ICF. Additionally, the output components representing social participation mainly belong to this dimension. The ICF’s component of participation as the social aspect of functioning, at least at the conceptual level, as well as life habits, at least to the extent that they pertain to social roles, belong to the social realm. Moreover, DCP’s environmental risk or protective factors are located in the realm of the partly socially created environment. The component handicap in the ICMROR also belongs to the social dimension.

5. Discussion

This paper discusses the progression of the conceptual models of disability from 1965 to 2019 by dividing them into three generations. However, the temporal ordering of models has two caveats. The major distinction between the third and the second generation is that the latter came out of the ICIDH reform process. This is also true for the DCP, of which the very first versions were proposed back in 1991. Secondly, the second NCMRR model was placed in the second generation, even though it was published after 1999, because it has much more affinity with older models. However, this division of models into three generations illuminates much about the evolving conceptualization of the disability phenomenon.

While the first two conceptual models acknowledge the role of the environment (Table 4), they underemphasize it, since three of their four components are biomedical, and one is, in principle, relational. Later models expand the conceptual role of non-biomedical aspects by adding context factors that interact with the main components. They also add a separate quality of life component. They still, however, maintain the predominantly linearly interpreted disablement process established by Nagi, of which only the last component is
ostensibly relational. Thus, these models are very similar in their composition and are still overwhelmingly tied to the biomedical and economic model of disability.

Table 4. Conceptual Models and Dimensions of the Disability Phenomenon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models/Dimensions</th>
<th>Disease (Biomedical Body)</th>
<th>Illness (Subjective Individual)</th>
<th>Sickness (Society)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nagi (1965, 1991) [15,44]</td>
<td>active pathology (mc), impairment (mc), functional limitations (mc)</td>
<td>disability (oc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIDH (1980) [49]</td>
<td>disease or disorder (mc), impairment (mc), disability (mc)</td>
<td>handicap (oc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOM1 (1991) [32]</td>
<td>pathology (mc), impairment (mc), biological context factors (cf), functional limitation (mc), biomedical context factors (cf)</td>
<td>behavioral and lifestyle-related context factors (cf), quality of life (mc)</td>
<td>disability (oc), physical and social environmental context factors (cf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCMRR 1 (1993) [50]</td>
<td>pathophysiology (mc), impairment (mc), functional limitation (mc), personal background: organic factors (cf)</td>
<td>personal background: psychosocial factors (cf)</td>
<td>disability (oc), societal limitations (mc), personal background: environmental factors (cf), quality of life (mc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disablement Process (1994) [26]</td>
<td>pathology (mc), impairment (mc), functional limitations (mc), biological risk factors (cf)</td>
<td>psychological risk factors (cf), intra-individual buffers and exacerbators (cf)</td>
<td>disability (oc), physical and social environmental context factors (cf), quality of life (mc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOM2 (1997) [52]</td>
<td>pathology (mc), impairment (mc) biological context factors (cf), functional limitation (mc) = body with an impairment, biomedical context factors (cf)</td>
<td>behavioral and lifestyle-related context factors (cf), quality of life (mc)</td>
<td>disability (oc), environment (oc, cf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMPH (1997) [61]</td>
<td>disablement process: disease or injury, impairment, functional limitation (mc), total environment: biology, life stage (cf, mc)</td>
<td>total environment: lifestyle and behavior (mc, cf), quality of life (mc)</td>
<td>disablement process: activity restriction (mc), opportunity (oc), total environment: physical and social environment (mc, cf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCMRR2 (2006) [51]</td>
<td>pathophysiology (mc), organ dysfunction (mc), task performance (mc), roles (mc), biomedical influences (cf)</td>
<td>individual influences (cf)</td>
<td>roles (oc), environmental influences (cf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMROR (1999) [74]</td>
<td>impairment (mc), disability (mc)</td>
<td>somatic sensation (mc), perceived health (mc), life satisfaction (mc), happiness (oc)</td>
<td>handicap (mc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICF (2001) [65]</td>
<td>health condition (mc), body functions and structures (mc)</td>
<td>activity (mc), personal context factors (cf)</td>
<td>participation (oc), environmental context factors (cf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-E (1999) [75]</td>
<td>capacity (mc)</td>
<td>coping- and compensation strategies (mc)</td>
<td>environmental barriers and facilitators (mc), functioning performance (oc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP (-, 2019) [67]</td>
<td>organ systems (mc), capability (mc), biological risk factors (cf)</td>
<td>identity factors (mc), life habits: daily activities (oc), behavioral risk factors (cf)</td>
<td>life habits: social roles (oc), macro-, meso- and microenvironment (mc), environmental risk factors (social and physical) (cf)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mc = main component, oc = output component, cf = context factor. An underlined term means that it partly fits into another column as well, but more so into this one. “-” symbolizes that the basic ancestor versions of the Disability Creation Process and the associated Human Development Model go back to the 1990s.
This is also largely true for the second-generation models. However, they attempt to focus not only on the deficits of people with disabilities but also on their capabilities and how to foster them. This is expressed by giving the components neutral labels. Additionally, two of the models make a stronger attempt to conceptualize the nature of disability as a relation of the person and the environment. They also retain the disablement process, including the context factors, which causes some conceptual ambiguities. The CMPH already markedly incorporated the demands of disability rights.

All models of the third generation are connected to the ICIDH reform, which brought a paradigm shift away from an orientation toward reductionist biomedical and economic framings and ideas of the social, the biopsychosocial, as well as the human rights model of disability became the dominant influences. This is first and foremost true for the ICF and DCP. Accordingly, the two frameworks do not incorporate Nagi’s disablement process, and both pursue a more holistic, relational, non-linear, and interactionist view of the disability phenomenon [6,7,69] and contain no separate quality of life component. These conceptual models put more emphasis on environmental and, to some extent, individual factors. While the components are all labeled with positive or neutral terms, this is somewhat contradicted by a coding scheme that mainly stresses deficits and problems.

Despite these parallels and their common origin, they differ substantially in their composition. While the ICF groups environmental and identity factors together as the contextual background, the DCP strictly distinguishes between the main components of the person and the environment. While the loose separation between the realms of the person and the environment in the ICF is heavily criticized, the DCP’s output component of life habits also stretches over both realms.

The other models of the third generation do not fully take part in the above-described paradigm shift, and focus only on either the non-biomedical individual dimension or the interaction with demands of the physical environment. Therefore, both are less holistic and also more individualizing.

While the newer models also see impairments as real deviations from biomedical norms, they insist that those norms are only statistical (ICF) or that impairments are a natural aspect of human development (DCP) and in the ICMROR components representing the subjective interpretation are added. Thus, these models pursue a tentative or critical realism regarding impairment [87] where its existence is viewed as an objective fact but not the sociocultural or individual meaning. Since they do not necessarily consider a pathological component as part of the disability phenomenon, they are compatible with the view that an impairment such as deafness does not necessarily mean a reduction in health [53,63,64] and could even be affirmed as a positive aspect of one’s identity. However, in contradiction to this, in the ICF impairment and disability are conceptualized as the negative aspects of health domains. The Quebec model is also firmly tied to the CRPD and the human rights model. Ideas about the sociocultural and historic construction of the category of impairment (and thus also disability) are not discussed in any of the models.

Later conceptual models criticized, adopted, and modified the ideas of previous ones. This is also illustrated by looking at the trajectory of the distinction between bodily and relational aspects. While the influence of the social conception of disability was already apparent in the models of the early 1990s, the IOM1 authors used the term disabling condition for strictly bodily aspects. In 1994, the Disablement Process made a similar distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic disability, but only as a measuring construct to capture the effects of assistive aids. Seven years later, the ICF and later still the PF-E, distinguished between capacity and performance to capture the effect of the environment. While the ICF used them as measuring constructs for the activity and participation components, they are full-fledged components in the PF-E.

The DCP, however, insisted on a strong separation between the individual and the environment and represented the same difference on the level of the components more clearly. The distinction was made between an individual’s disability and a disabling situation, which again tightened the terminological nexus between impairment and disability.
Table 4 displays for each of the conceptual models which of their components belongs to disease, illness, or sickness. It also shows what conceptual role each component plays. Regarding the triad of the disability phenomenon [33], all but three of the conceptual models explicitly consider in one way or another components of all dimensions. The biomedical disease dimension is dominant in the earlier models but also strongly represented in the later ones. With temporal progression, the environmental dimension is generally given more weight, although there are exceptions to this trend. Finally, in the DCP, and to a certain extent in the PF-E, it is considered as equally important as the biomedical aspects of disability.

The subjective experience of living with impairments in a (possibly) disabling society, as elaborated in the phenomenological model of disability [77], is only explicitly represented in the ICMROR. The CMPH and the DCP also take the subjective illness dimension seriously: the former because the individual’s subjective appraisal of the total situation is constitutive, and the latter because its output component is partly conceptualized as individuals’ activities, and because the identity dimension is more emphasized. The subjective experience is also more recognized by conceptual models with a slightly different focus that cannot be reviewed in this paper. For example, a model by Johnson and Wolinski [56] based on Nagi’s scheme conceptualized perceived health as the output component. Conceptual models representing health-related quality of life [88,89] contain, besides functional components and context factors, subjective components such as symptom status or perceived health. From a disability studies perspective, representing the point of view of the individual concerned is important.

The holistic, interactionist models of the third generation, such as the ICF and especially the DCP, have already taken on many ideas of disability studies by moving away from the overwhelmingly biomedical deficit framings of older models, recognizing the pivotal importance of environmental aspects, and incorporating a disability rights perspective. Further integrating insights from the above-mentioned conceptualizations of the illness dimension, seems a promising way forward, especially since both the ICF and the DCP already recognize non-biomedical individual factor and the ICF authors have already suggested further developments along these lines. In this way, a holistic model that takes the perspective of individual people with disabilities seriously could be achieved. However, progress already made should not be abandoned. Conceptual or terminological problems, elaborated in this paper, should also be reflected. An orientation along the dimensions disease, illness, and sickness might be helpful for this task.

6. Conclusions

The elaboration of the identified conceptual models in a chronological trajectory shows that, while the first ones were dominated by biomedical aspects, later ones gave increasingly more weight to environmental barriers and facilitators and to psychological, behavioral, or identity-related factors. This extension was first carried out by including only external contextual influences, and full-fledged aspects of the disability phenomenon were later included. Additionally, there has been an attempt since the second generation to not focus solely on the negative aspects and the deficits of people with disabilities but also on the positive aspects.

There are also conceptual models explicitly taking up a human rights perspective on disability. While individual, psychological, and in the later models identity-related aspects are included, only one model from 1999 conceptualized the subjective experience of living with an impairment in a disabling world. An integration of this perspective into otherwise holistic and progressive models such as the ICF or the DCP seems promising. Such an attempt could incorporate ideas of the ICMROR, various conceptual models of health-related quality of life, or the phenomenological model of disability.
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